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Abstract—In recent years, more and more people are playing
video games. However, tutorials that support most games do not
help novice players develop the knowledge leading to winning
strategies. In this study, as a first step, we define such knowledge
as a sequence of Desirable Moves, and we extract these moves
from match logs of games. A match log is a recorded transition
history of coded game states. We convert the coded states for
a match to a character string, and use n-gram statistics to
extract fixed-form patterns from the strings. We suggest plural
encoding methods based on heuristics, and we test the methods
having AIs compete against each other .

Index Terms—game AI, Desirable Moves, n-gram statistics,
extraction of fixed-form patterns.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN recent years, more people than ever are playing video
games. Much of the expanding markets for social and

casual games are being driven by increased availability
of mobile phones. But, even though online tutorials are
available for many games, mastering a video game can be a
considerable challenge. This is because tutorials only show
how to play; they only illustrate the rules of the game.
Therefore, novice players must endure considerable trial-and-
error before they develop understandings that lead to winning
strategies. But novices start with little knowledge about a
game; therefore, they usually have little insight as to how to
efficiently gain the experience they need to succeed. Often, a
novice becomes frustrated and abandons a game prematurely.

Some novices try to avoid the learning process by finding,
from friends or from the Internet, a few simple winning
strategies. But this type of play fails to develop a player ’s
skill; therefore, the player cannot develop a deep understand-
ing of the game. Rather than becoming frustrated, these types
of players become bored and abandon the game for other
pursuits. To help novice players develop appropriately, game
developers should provide tutorials that show novices win-
ning strategies and illustrate why they work. The challenge
is how to obtain such knowledge.

This study is a first step towards developing better tutorials
for video games players. We define the sequence of moves in
a winning strategy as a set of ’Desirable Moves’. As a test
platform, we use Simulation Role Playing Games (SRPG)
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that is a principal class of consumer games and extract the
Desirable Moves from match logs of SRPG. Apparently,
players whose experience and skill are superior to a standard
player determine a move, intentionally or unintentionally,
from Desirable Moves based on their experience. Therefore,
we try to extract Desirable Moves from match logs involving
such players.

II. HOW TO EXTRACT DESIRABLE MOVES

Desirable moves are consecutive moves that lead to a win,
either over the long term or short term. There is a strong
possibility that moves selected by a player whose experience
and skills are superior to a standard player in order to win a
match are factors leading to a win irrespective of whether the
winner selected those moves intentionally. Therefore, moves
appearing repeatedly in match logs of winners are identified
and extracted as Desirable Moves.

A typical procedure for extracting data from the match
logs of a game is the acquisition of move sequence pat-
terns from game record database using n-gram statistics by
Nakamura [1]．He considered records of a game of Go as
encoded character strings of Go moves; then, he extracted
move sequence patterns from a Go database. The move
sequences were extracted as fixed-form patterns based on n-
gram statistics, which is used in natural language processing.
In this study, we encode the game state on every move from
a match log, combine each coded state into a character string
for the match, and extract the Desirable Moves using n-gram
statistics.

A. n-Gram Statistics

An n-gram is a contiguous sequence of n characters (or
words) in a text; therefore, n-gram statistics reflect how often
strings (or words) of n characters (or words) appear[2]. In
this study, we treats one match log as a character string,
but as this string is not a natural language, morphological
analysis is not available. Therefore, we merely determine the
frequency with which n-character strings appear. However,
there is a problem that, when sampling fragmental character
strings, it is difficult to know that a finished expression has
been extracted. In general, when sampling n-grams for many
n, the frequency of a character string x appearing in the text
f(x) and the frequency of another character string y, which
is a substring of x, appearing in the textf(y) satisfy the rela-
tionship f(x) < f(y). Therefore, it is difficult to judge fixed
form characteristics of the string from only a comparison
of simple appearance frequencies. Some techniques, such as
entropy thresholds [3] and substring frequency profiles[1] is
suggested for the solution to this problem. This study uses
the normalized frequency method[4] , have been suggested
for solving this problem. This study uses the normalized
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frequency method [3] and compares the approach using
simple frequencies in the acquisition of Desirable Moves
from match logs.

B. Normalized Frequency Method

When two character strings x and y satisfy the relationship
f(x) = f(y), and if their lengths x, y satisfy x < |y|, then
it appears that y is more important than x. This is because,
as the length of a character string increases, the types of
characters in the string can increase, and the appearance
frequencies of long character strings are relatively small.
To compensate for this, a normalized method can be used
in which the appearance frequency of a character string is
multiplied by a coefficient α(n) that depends on the length
(n) of the string. Let β(n) be the number of different n-
grams that appear in the target text. Then, the normalized
coefficient α(n) and normalized frequency fnormalize(x),
respectively, are calculated by

α(n) =
n∑

i=1

β(i) (1)

fnormalize(x) = (f(x)− 1) · α (|x|) (2)

Fixed-form patterns are extracted at large orders of this
normalized frequency. If the normalized frequency of a
character string has high rank and its normalized frequency is
larger than that of its substring, then the substring is erased.
In this way, fragmentary character strings are removed as
much as possible.

III. METHOD OF ENCODING STATE

Extracting Desirable Moves is affected by, how each state
is encoded If we try to use all available information for
each state, then the amount of information is large, the
patterns in encoded states increase, and it becomes difficult
to extract Desirable Moves using the appearance frequency.
Therefore, it is necessary to encode the characteristics of
each state using a moderately sized granularity. In addition,
since our AI program will use the Desirable Moves to
actually select a game move, we must encode each state using
local information. Therefore, in this study, we propose and
compare two encoding plans. Both two plans depend on a
heuristic about playing SRPG and a heuristic about SRPG
that we created to use for an experiment.

A. Encoding Plan 1

Each state is encoded as a nine-dimensional vector with
the following nine elements.

• Index indicating which player has to play (turn index)
• Ratio of the recent hit point (HP) of turn unit to its

maximum HP
• Manhattan distance to the nearest enemy unit
• Manhattan distance to the nearest ally unit
• Action taken
• Ratio of the recsent HP of the target unit of action to

its maximum HP
• Manhattan distance to the target
• Amount of change in the distance to the nearest enemy

unit

• Amount of change in the distance to the nearest ally
unit

We explain each element. When a match has finished, we
set the turn index of the winner to +1, and that of the
loser to −1. When the data are used to identify the next
Desirable Moves for a player, that player ’s turn index is
set to +1 because we presume that the player intends to win
the game. The HP is one of the most important parameters
in SRPG; therefore, we encode it. But, in this plan, we
encode the ratio of the recent HP to the maximum HP. In
doing so, we round the ratio to one decimal point, and ratios
between 0 and 1.0 are replaced by 0.1. To encode positions
between units, we could use relative coordinates or distances.
But, in reality, in an SRPG, there are many situations in
which relative distances between neighboring objects are
more important than relative coordinates. Therefore, in this
study, we adopt distance. For the action parameter, we set a
unique identification number to the action that each unit can
take and include it at the time of encoding. The HP of the
target unit of action and the distance to the target are encoded
just as described above. But, when an object is not a unit,
we set HP to 0. Finally, we consider the importance of the
amount of change in distance. When we consider only the
distance as a measure of the movement of a unit, we cannot
distinguish whether the unit approaches an enemy (or ally)
or retreats. Therefore, we monitor changes in distances.

B. Encoding Plan 2

Encoding plan 2 involves nine elements, similar to encod-
ing plan 1. But, plan 2 differs from plan 1 only in how the
HPs are treated. In plan 1, the HPs are encoded as fractions
of their maxima, whereas in plan 2, we encode the current HP
with a value of the close, at intervals of ten. The following
are the nine elements involved in encoding plan 2.

• Index indicating which player has to play (turn index)
• The recent HP of turn unit
• Manhattan distance to the nearest enemy unit
• Manhattan distance to the nearest ally unit
• Action taken
• The recent HP of the target unit of action
• Manhattan distance to the target
• Amount of change in the distance to the nearest enemy

unit
• Amount of change in the distance to the nearest ally

unit

IV. EXPERIMENT

In our experiments, we considered three variables: whether
we use encoding plan 1 or plan 2, whether each n-gram
includes the moves of both players or just those of the winner,
and whether n-gram statistics uses simple or normalized
frequency. These choices produce eight combinations, that is,
eight ways to extract Desirable Moves. We test these ways
by having AIs compete against each other.

A. Game For Experiment

To test the ideas developed above for Desirable Moves, we
use an SRPG created for this experiment. The game screen
is shown in Figure 1. Each unit has a HP, and if the HP of a
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Fig. 1. Custom SRPG games Screen

unit becomes 0, then that unit is dead. Each player operates
one of his units in turn. The order of operating units can
vary; a unit is selected on the basis of its speed. The winner
is the player to first defeat all enemy units.

B. Extraction of Desirable Moves

Match logs were created by competing against AIs that
reproduce the typical actions of a player who was an expert
of the game. A total of 100 of these match logs were used to
provide Desirable Moves. In this experiment, moves whose
frequencies or normalized frequencies were low appear few
times in the match logs. Therefore, we extracted Desirable
Moves from the 1, 000 moves ranked highest using frequency
or normalized frequency.

C. Experimental Results and Evaluation

The AI selects the next move to be that having the highest
rank in the list of Desirable Moves; this was done by
checking all the next states that can be reached for each
available action that can be taken, consistent with the history
of transferring states to present. When the moves that can be
taken do not exist in the set of Desirable Moves, the AI
chooses a random move.

To distinguish among Desirable Moves, we use the fol-
lowing notation to identify choices among three variables.
A Desirable Move may be based on frequency (F) or nor-
malized frequency (NF); its n-grams may contain moves for
both players (D) or just the winner (S); its encoding patterns
may be either from encoding plan 1 (1) or encoding plan 2
(2). For example, a situation based on frequency containing
moves for both players in each n-gram and using encoding
pattern 1 is represented by FD1. This gives eight possible
combinations of the three variables. Each combination was
played in 500 matches.

Results for the winning ratios of player 1 (P1) to player 2
(P2) are shown in Table I for frequency vs. frequency, Table
II for normalized frequency vs. normalized frequency, and
Table III for frequency vs. normalized frequency.

From all three tables, we see that encoding plan 1 wins
games more often than encoding plan 2. The difference in
the two encoding plans was in how to handle the HPs. In
this experimental environment, the maximum HP of each unit
differs, and even the maximum is less than 100. Therefore,
encoding plan 1 that handled the HPs as ratios gave smaller
particle sizes. This suggests that the way in which the HP

TABLE I
WINNING RATIOS (P1/P2) WHEN BOTH AI PLAYERS USED DESIRABLE

MOVES BASED ON SIMPLE FREQUENCIES.

P1\P2 FD1 FD2 FS1 FS2
FD1 − 0.668 0.696 0.684
FD2 0.332 − 0.576 0.64
FS1 0.304 0.424 − 0.58
FS2 0.316 0.36 0.42 −

TABLE II
WINNING RATIOS (P1/P2) WHEN BOTH AI PLAYERS USED DESIRABLE

MOVES BASED ON NORMALIZED FREQUENCIES.

P1\P2 NFD1 NFD2 NFS1 NFS2
NFD1 − 0.516 0.516 0.524
NFD2 0.484 − 0.496 0.48
NFS1 0.484 0.504 − 0.558
NFS2 0.476 0.52 0.442 −

is encoded is an important element in identifying Desirable
Moves. The results also suggest that the performance of the
AI by Desirable Moves improves by making a particle size
smaller. But, we expect that making the particle size too
small decreases versatility and performance; therefore, it is
necessary to find the right balance.

For play between AIs using normalized frequencies (Table
II), the winning rate is almost 0.5, and the win rate seems to
approach 0.5 as the numbers of matches are increased. When
normalized frequencies are used, there seems to be little
influence of the particle size of the HP or whether moves
from one or both players are included in the encodings.
However, when Desirable Moves are extracted by simple
frequency, the method including moves from both players
has the better winning rate. In addition, Table III shows
that extracting Desirable Moves using frequency is better
than extracting themed by using normalized frequency. These
results suggest that knowledge about enemy moves and one’s
own strategy is better than knowing only one’s own strategy.
However, this observation becomes less relevant when a
game becomes very long. Then, choices for effective action
become less clear.

Finally, Table IV shows the results when the AI that
provided the original match logs competed against each of
the eight AIs discussed above. The original AI completely
defeated all eight of the proposed AIs, except the combina-
tion NFS2 won a few times. In the two-way comparisons
of Tables II and III, the NFS2 combination lost nearly
every time. Note that in the NFS2 combination, Desirable
Moves were extracted using normalized frequencies, only
one player’s moves, and encoding plan 2.

TABLE III
WINNING RATIOS (P1/P2) WHEN ONE AI PLAYER USED DESIRABLE

MOVES BASED ON SIMPLE FREQUENCIES AND THE OTHER USED
DESIRABLE MOVES BASED ON NORMALIZED FREQUENCIES.

P1\P2 NFD1 NFD2 NFS1 NFS2
FD1 0.646 0.652 0.648 0.68
FD2 0.592 0.582 0.612 0.624
FS1 0.544 0.546 0.564 0.57
FS2 0.516 0.562 0.594 0.58
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TABLE IV
FRACTION OF WINS WHEN THE AI USED TO CREATE THE ORIGINAL

MATCH LOGS COMPETED AGAINST EACH OF THE OTHER EIGHT AIS. THE
ORIGINAL AI WON ALMOST EVERY TIME.

FD1 0
FD2 0
FS1 0
FS2 0

NFD1 0
NFD2 0
NFS1 0
NFS2 0.004

V. CONCLUSION

Using match logs from an SRPG competition, we con-
verted the logs to character strings that contain transitional
histories of encoded game states; then, we extracted Desir-
able Moves using n-gram statistics. In addition, we studied
two types of encoding methods and a total of eight combi-
nations of methods for extracting Desirable Moves. These
were compared by having AIs based on each combination
compete with each other. Of course, more encoding methods
are possible; therefore, more encodings and combinations
must be studied. In this study, the number of match logs used
for the extraction of Desirable Moves was constant; therefore,
we should also study how performance changes when the
number of match logs is increased and decreased. Match
logs themselves competed with other AIs, but a different
result may be obtained when using the log from a human
player.

We used only Desirable Moves in these experiments,
but extracting Undesirable Moves can also be done by the
same method. Then, by preventing an AI from choosing an
undesirable move the performance resulting from choosing
desirable moves may be improved. Furthermore, any moves
that appear in the high ranks of both Desirable and Unde-
sirable Moves may have little influence on victory or defeat;
therefore, removing those from the list of Desirable Moves
may also improve performance.

Surprising results were obtained when the AIs using
Desirable Moves competed against the AI that served as
the basis for the match logs. Under present conditions, it
is difficult to judge whether factors that are important by
these two types of play are different or the results simply
occurred by chance. This must be addressed in our future
work.

The extraction of Desirable Moves studied here is a first
step towards producing more meaningful tutorials that will
help novice players master video games quickly and in a
satisfying way. It remains a problem to identify the best ways
to provide extracted Desirable Moves to players.
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